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Summary

In estimating the 'current' total for a finite population total an 'optimal'
sampling strategy is specified for a random permutation model with linear
non-homogeneous estimators. Noting difficulties in, implementing the
optimal sampling scheme a pragmatically sensible alternative is suggested.
In the latter, the 'current' 'unmatched' sample is taken from the comple-
ment of the 'matched' sub-sample of the 'initial' sample. The 'initial' and
'unmatched' samples are selected with unequal probabilities.

Introduction

The problem treatedhere is to iind a suitable optimal estimator for the
'current' total of a finite population from data to be gathered on two con
secutive ('current' and a 'previous' or 'initial') occasions. We consider
selection schemes with varying probabilities with fixed sample-sizes and
use an estimator within a class of non-homogeneous, linear 'model-
design'—unbiased estimators and choose the 'random permutation model'
to define our optimality criterion. We are able to identify a class of
optimal sampling strategies involving a regression-type estimator based
on an 'initial' sample, a subsequent 'unmatched' sample disjoint with it,
both'chosen with varying probabilities depending on available size-
measures of sampling units and a 'matched' sub-sample from the initial
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sample chosen by SRSWOR method. Restricting within a sub-class of
design-unbiased estimators a specific optimal sampling strategy is also
derived. But noting the practical difficulties in implementing the sampl
ing scheme involved we suggest an 'alternative' simpler sampling scheme
retaining the earlier estimator. But we are unable to claim any optimality
for the resulting strategy, rather we are able to find another 'fairly reason
able' sampling strategy (with both the selection scheme and the estimator
altered) with a smaller average variance than that of this alternative..For
the latter, the 'unmatched' component of the current sample is takec from
the complement of the 'matched' portion of the 'initial' sample.

h

2. Formnlation of the Problem, Notations and the Optimal Strategy

We suppose that a finite universe {/ = (1, . . . , / N) of N units
is surveyed twice, yj and x* (j = N) denoting respectively the
true variate-values on the 'current' and a 'previous' occasion, yj and xt
being the corresponding observable values subject to possible response
errors. A fixed sample-size design P (using a generic symbol) is then
employed with a scheme of selection with varying probabilities to yield
an 'initial' sample 5^ of size Ki, a 'current' matched sub-sample of size
Mg from Si and a current 'unmatched' sample of size Wg (with .
«i = «2 + «3, for simplicity) either from Uor from SI (complement ofSj) ^
or from (complement of 52). Using survey data for the sample
S = (Si, Si, S'i) the problem is to estimate the true 'current' total

N ' ,
Y* = !• yf. By Er, Ep, Em respectively we shall denote the expectations

with respect to response distributions, design and model (we assume here
a random permutation model in a sense described below). Also, we will
write Epr = EpEr, Emr = EmEr and E ~ EpEmEr. = EmEpEr. First we
assume £b(j,) = y^ and Er{x)) = xf V j- Also we assume that positive-
valued size-measures JVyS {j — N) are available for the units.
Then, we postulate a model as follows:

Let r = ri r,, . . . , Tn), (with n = yifw,) and t = ((j, . . . , U,
. . . In), (with tj = Xiiwi) be respectively a randomly selected vector out
of the N; vectors obtainable on permuting the co-ordinates in r and with
respect to this random permutation the operation Em is defined. Now we
assume that the following is true: ^

r, = R* +/,, ^ rh EMRifi) = 0, EuRif^) = Si,

EMRim = (V j, k), Em(R*)
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t, =f* +/», r* =-^ Stl EMR{hi) =0
EMR(h^) = •Oi, EMR{hih,c) = V), (¥/, k), EuRifihi) = vi,
EMRifjhic) = V2(¥ 7, fc).

Under this model consi_defed earlier by Rao and Rellhouse [3] we note
^ that (1 = EM(y*) = R^W and initially we seek a model-design unbiased

estimator for [x. Let-the present search be restricted within the sub-class
of non-homogeneous linean'model-design'—unbiased estimators of the
following form:

Ja •^a ,

+ S + S 6^ (2.1)

(where sa = —Ja) such that

Eiet) = !x (2-2)

So, the coefficients are to satisfy the following conditions (they are
independent of both x's and /s):

y 0=EM E, Q 6^/; W, + -^ blf = W,

(S b['l Wj^ =0

so that E(ei,) = [a. Let be a model-design unbiased estimator for 0,
belonging to the same class as so that we may write

ea=-d, + -^ yj + + Sd^f x, + ^ d^f Xi
Ja ^3 ^2

such that

0 = EM) = wn
.^2 ' -fj .

= £JS Wi+ Wjl ' (2.3)
.S2 Ja ^ .

We wish to choose the 'optimal' estimator e* (say^ for which we have

£(: - (Ji)» < £(e, - (x)=> , (2.4)

with ep, e* satisfying (2.2) and the form (2.1). Applying C. R. Rao's
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(1952) theoremthe estimator e* is the one for whichwe have

E{el —n) fid = 0 for every estimator of the form (2.3).
Inorder to find such an et (which may be called a UMV estimator)

we confine the sampling designs to a sub-class (ofP) ofdesigns for which i
Ji and ^2 are chosen as in P but is chosen necessarily from sf. Then ^
writing

- >32 Sj - §2 ' P '
*=l-njn,. + =

we get the optimal estimator (which isdesign-unbiased) as
e* = <+ (1 —(j^) rj, where

t = tvim) + P(r«(/) - Mm)), ti = 7^{n),

where

rM) ^ VilWi, Mf) = — T xjIwj,
"2 fti /

''"(m) =—^ xjIwj and r„(u) = —^ yj/wj • ^
<^2 ^3

To derive this briefly, we check, on putting bs —0, blf = ajwj, (i = 1,
2, 3, 4) with c'iS as constants to be determined, that

E(etea) =EpEmr |̂ { '̂'(c,rt2 +e^n^) +f^ic^n^ +CiHa) +^Ci S/^
+ S fj\ + /C3 S hj -L c, S AA

sa / \ S2 sa Jy

{ds + Q wj +srfj;' wj-^ + wj +s4f wj-j -
+Q wjfj +s +Q wjhj +S wjhj^Y
== £j[2 iVj{c^(Si + (Ha - 1) 82) -+- C2/I3S2 + C3 (Vi + (na —1)Vg

•^2

+ + S d^f M';{Ci«2 + C2(Si + («3 - 1) S2) + CgHaVj

+ + ^d^f wXci(vi + (Wj —1) va) + CaKgVa

4- Cain-i —1) yi2 + Wfji) + s djf Wj{Cin,Vs + CaWaVa +C3«aVia

+ + («3 - 1) ^2)}]

So
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In order to make it 0, and to make design-unbiased forJ, we are to
choose Ci's satisfying the four equationsviz.,

- Ca = -C3P', C3 - C4 = -CiP, + CaMg = 1. = 0-

( Recalling that Kg = «i - ^2 is an SRSWOR and stipulating to choose
5^1, with inclusion-probabilities proportional to w/s unique solutions
are obtained as

--i—=
Hence the optimal estimator turns out as el as above.

It is easy to check that for each design Pj we have a constant value for
Ep^EmEr (e* - So the next problem is to devise ascheme (and in fact
just one scheme will do) for implementing an actual selection process
corresponding to a design of the class Pj. In order tosolve this let us con
sider a design within Pi such that J2 is an SRSWOR from and and
^3 are chosen in the manner described below.

Let Pi = Wit W,j = 1, . . , N> (where W= Swj), si = (I'l k).

= {in^ + 1 inx+tis) ('̂ l' ^s) ~ ('l> • •• 'nr ••• ' 'nt+Ks)
ordered sequence of distinct labels such that h stands for the unit selected
on the fcth draw from U, there being in all Mi + nz draws such that
consists of the outcomes of thefirst draws and J3 of those of the last Wg
draws. Selection is made in «, + K3 draws with the probability of select-
ing (5i, 53) as

_(3)

P*a
P- X ^— X ^ TT ^

X
1 - Ph («1 + "3) • . • + '̂ 3)

(such that 1 < /"i ^ '"i+nj < iV')

wherep,{kys are quantities such that

0 < pijik) < 1 for 1 < < JV¥; = I, . . ^-N,
N . .

^ PiXk) = 1 for A: = 1, 2, . . . , rti + «3-
';=1

Writing 8j(it) = the probability of selecting the ;-th unit on the /c-th
draw for the scheme above, we require that the pX^Y^ are so chosen that

S^(fc) equals pj ¥ k = I, ... rii + ih and V = 1, . . . , . . . (2.5)
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Following Fellegi's [1] iterative method one may realize (2.5) at least
approximately. So, our problem of specifying a strategy to yield an opti
mal (in the sense specified above) estimator is solved. Writing Di (i = ],
2, 3), (say), to denote the designs corresponding to the sampling scheme
for selecting Ji, S2, Jg for the sampling scheme (due to Fellegi given above -
and (/ = 1, 2, 3) for the corresponding first order inclusion-probabi-
lities we have

= X W = «i
k=^l

2 = «3 = 1 N.
fc=ni + l

Denoting the resulting design for choosing (jj, jg) by D and s = (j^, Si,
Jj) by P2, we have

Ep,ie!) = ED[E(e'\s^,Ss)] '

^(1) ^ ^(,3) .
jesi /"J jes,

= Fand£p,ij(e?) = r*. .

If Cb is required to be not only model-design unbiased but also design-
unbiased then whenever it is based on any member of Pi it is easy to show
that we have

Eie^ - = Eie^ - - Emr{Y* - [lY

> E(et - y.f ^ EMRif'-

= EPiEMR{et-^f-EMR{r-V-y

= Ep,MR{el - tA)« —EMR{y* - [i)® = Ep^MR{el - j>*)».

So, we may claim that in the class Cf, of non-homogeneous linear design-
unbiased estimators for j* the strategy (Fg. et) is optimal in the sense of
yielding the minimum aver,age mean square error.

3. A CoHpIe of Related Strategies and thefr Uses

The strategy (Pj, gj) is diflScult to implement because Fellegi's scheme is
not easy to execute accurately. So, we may consider employing an alter-^
native strategy (P3, el) where we retain the earlier estimator but employ a
much simpler (and customary) design P3 corresponding to a scheme for
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which Jj is chosen with inclusion-probabilities = riipi and'52 from Si
with TtJ®' = ti-ilrii but is chosen not from si but from U with inclusion-
probability = 7t3Pj ^ j zU. Then, of course, Ep^iel) = p. ButEp^Emr
(e*ed) may not equal zero (uniformly), So, we are unable to claim any

, optimal property for (fj, el). Rather, it is possible_to employ another
strategy (P4, it), say, which fares better than (Ps, el) in the sense that
Ep^et = ybut

EPiEMR(e,-y-)^ < Ep,EMR{et-y*)\

The design P4 is such that and are chosen as in P3 but S3 is chosen
from S2 = U — S2 with inclusion-probabilities

7c/'3) = rtj(3)/2(j'2) for7 s si, where Q{s^) = S
jSSi

r

The estimator is taken as

Ci = W lilt + (I —ii) <i], with t as in section 2,

and

["is2^'}
where

, Wi 1
~ W Qis,) • .

It is easy to check that Ep^Ci = y, •

Co\p^(t, r*) = 0 = Covpiit, ^i) = 0.

By Vp, Covf we denote variance and covariance with respect to a
design P. One may now check that

Ep,EMR{el - rr - EpJEmr{^, - y*)'
= EMR[Ep^iel-yy-Ep,Ce,-yy]

—EMR[Vpj{e*) —Vpi(ei)]

Now, Vp,(el) - Vp,{7t,) = (1 - t^)« [Vp,{h) -Vp,(t^)]

^ ' V'.C^) -= 21 ("S" W' - "!?) (^ - f •; J
N

EMRVp.ih) = ( «. - S (3^)
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Also, EmrVp (tt) = ~ E,''^ = Q'(S2)

(El denoting cxpectatjon with respect to the selection of jj for the design
Pi) and writing n'fc', for second order inclusion-probabilities for
designs/?a and respectively)

Si-S.
4

§1 — Sa

Q'iSz) «3 - 2 ^5(3)

«3£i QH^i) - 2 '̂ ^(3)

5i - Sa
«3

«3£i Q\s,) ~^ 71^(3) +£i ^ 7t=(3)
Ja

So, EMR{Vp,(ti) - Vp.ur)) •

>

«3

nl

{I - £ie*(s2)} - £i J 7t|(3)
Si '

«3 - J "" 2HJ3)
•^2

(since t:^(3) < n^®')

= (1- ^ PJ )- <2=^(^3)
•fa

Si-S,

"3
[(2(^2) (1 - 2(^2))] > 0,

since, 0 < Q{s^ < 1 V Ja-

So, Ep^EMR{e*b —J*;® > Ep^EMRiCi —j*)®.

However, we are unable to claim any optimality property for (P^, e^), but
it is easy to implement and it ismorerational to useit rather than (Pg, el),
because in the former we have a guarantee that the current Sample (jj, S3)
consists of distinct units only unlike in case of the latter.

If we restrict to the design-unbiased estimators above and use design P4.
then {P^, Cb) can be further improved if one employs the strategy (P4, e^,
where = WO [t +(1^6) <*] if one can choose 0 so as to minimize
Ep^EMRiei, — for fixed values of EmVii^) and
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